NOBEL
time-keeper.   The Construction Manager has directions to issue
to the tradesmen, and he and the draughtsman are soon in con-
sultation with their men.   There is no anxiety about steam, for
the single boiler and the solitary engine are in good hands.   The
engineman proves quite a fitter, too, when occasion demands.
Foreman George Weir marches off his labour squad of four to meet
Conn, the railway carrier, who is expected up from the railway
station with a consignment of general stuff, but especially with the
cases for the day's output.   The cases are made in Glasgow by
Alexander & Company, and Anderson and Henderson.   The labour
squad meets, on, its way towards the cart-track, an " orra man "
with a contraption evidently designed for the carrying of water.
He is the Water Commissioner.   There is no drinking water in the
Factory, and it is the duty of this important functionary to convey
down to the Ardeer Ironworks each morning four casks, fill these
with water, and bring them back to the factory.   He is to his
mates a subject of jest, and the recipient of countless agreeable
suggestions, this Pussyfoot of 18741   The labour squad finds Conn
just where expected—stuck with his cart in the hopeless ruts of
a hopeless track.   We shall leave them there, extricating Conn
from his difficulties.   Returning to the administrative centre, we
find it to be also the research centre, the test centre, the expert*
mental centre, and the whole general headquarters in one.   Mr.
McRoberts is here, in a corner of this laboratory, dealing with
the whole correspondence of the Factory, writing the replies
himself.   Mr. Donald is wrestling with some technical problem.
Mr. Kater's place is vacant.   He  is out on the plant.   Mr.
McRoberts, delving into the correspondence, his mind full of
experiments and plant development, is vowing that he must have
a clerk for office work (within a year or so he had a clerk, who did
the time-keeping also and thus relieved Mr. Goldie for duty as
magazine-keeper).   The correspondence over, Mr, MacRoberts sets
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